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5 Previous Short Term Objectives:

The project proposal had to be completed. Various research papers had to be read to formulate an
algorithm for terrain geometry generation. An attempt at learning the Python scripting language
had to be made so as to make a start on creating Blender plug-ins. LYX had to be explored as an
editor to create papers.

6 Progress:

The project proposal was completed and submitted. The research papers were read, and prelim-
inary ideas on geometry generation formed. A second pass of reading the papers and trying to
become completely at ease with them is necessary. The approach mentioned in [?]of creating
a basic flat 2D model and then basing the terrain geometry creation on this is a good starting
point for use in Blender since it is already a 3D modellor and the operations can just be applied
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to the geometry. The approach takes the two end points of the lines created, sets one as the
origin and creates a line segment toward the other point, at arandom angle (within boundaries)
and continues to do this. Once all the line segments are created the entire line is rotated and
scaled to fit between the two original points, giving a jaggedoutline from what used to be a
straight line. Once this has been accomplished and the terrain created based on this and noise
functions the approach detailed in [?]of eroding the terrain to give more detail and realism can
be employed. An extreme programming session was held to takea first attempt at scripting
Blender with Python, which was succesful, generating a simple “terrain” with “buildings” on it.
An introductory session detailing LYX was also held. The two references were added to docarc.

7 Problems:

Total unfamiliarity with LYX: especially referencing problems.

8 Objectives for Next Week:

Read the two terrain geometry papers [?, ?]again to gain a better understanding of hwo the
algorithms work and try to combine them and incorporate theminto a generic algorithm. Become
more comfortable with LYX and it’s features.

9 References:

References
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